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POWER SUPPLY
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ᛳ䇶ᙼ䌁фњS8JXѻકǄ
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INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Thank you for purchasing the S8JX.
This Instruction Manual describes the functions, performance, and
application methods required to use the S8JX.
Ŗ Make sure that a specialist with electric knowledge operates the S8JX.
Ŗ Read and understand this Instruction Manual, and use the product with
enough understanding.
Keep this Instruction Manual close at hand and use it for reference during
operation.

(2) 䆒㕂䜡㒓
1.䇋ᅠܼഄǄ⹂ֱഄッᄤ໘ѢᅝܼՓ⫼⢊ᗕǄ
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S8JX- 60012
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terminals are wired correctly.

©All Rights Reserved

䕧ܹ(M4)

10 in.lb.(1.130Ŗm)

䕧ߎ(M5)

AWG 6 to 20
(῾䴶⿃ 0.517 to 13.30mm2)

20 in.lb.(2.250Ŗm)

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not

may result in minor or moderate injury or in
CAUTION
CAUTIONavoided,
property damage.

4. ㋻ッᄤᯊˈ䇋ϡ㽕⫼75NҹϞⱘএᣝय़ッᄤৄǄ
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Ŗ ৃ㛑Ӯᓩ䍋㾺⬉ǃ䍋☿ѻકᤳണǄϹ⽕ᢚߚǃᬍ䗴ǃ

ׂ⧚ᴀѻક㾺ᩌѻકݙ䚼Ǆ

Ŗ Minor electric shock, fire, or Product failure may occasionally

occur. Do not disassemble, modify, or repair the Product or
touch the interior of the Product.
Ŗ Minor burns may occasionally occur. Do not touch the Product
while power is being supplied or immediately after power is
turned OFF.

㽕偀Ϟ㾺⬉⑤ᴀԧǄ
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䜡㒓ৢ䳔݇䯁ッᄤⲪǄ
䗮⬉ᯊˈᴀԧݙ䚼⬉य᳔़Ў370VǄߛᮁ⬉⑤ৢ30⾦
ݙӮ⅟⬭ℸ⬉य़Ǆ
Ŗ ৃ㛑ᓩ䍋䕏ᑺ㾺⬉ˈ➗⚻ˈᴎ఼ᬙ䱰ㄝॅ䰽Ǆ䇋ϡ㽕Փ

䞥ሲˈᇐ㒓ᅝ㺙ࡴᎹᯊѻ⫳ⱘ㉝ᇬ䖯ܹᴀѻકݙǄ

Working voltage can be 370V max. inside. This voltage can be
also available 30s after the switch off.
Ŗ Minor electric shock, fire, or Product failure may occasionally
occur. Do not allow any pieces of metal or conductors or any
clippings or cuttings resulting from installation work to enter the
Product.
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Mounting
Standard mounting
Side mounting(Side)
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䕧ܹ⬉य़䗝ᢽ

Fig.4

ߎॖ䆒㕂Ў200~240VACǄৃҹ䗮䖛Փ⫼ⷁ䏃⠛ⷁ䕧ܹ⬉य़䗝ᢽッᄤˈᴹ䗝
ᢽ100~120VAC⬉य़Ǆ
ⷁ䏃˖100~120VAC (85̚132VAC)
ᓔ䏃˖200~240VAC (170̚264VAC)
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Fig.1

Fig.5
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Fig.2
Fig.3

ŖInstall the Power Supply so that heat is effectively dissipated to improve and maintain
the reliability of the Power Supply over a long period of time.
ŖA forced-air cooling method with a fan is used. Do not cover the air holes ( provided at fan mounted
side and the opposite side ) to have enough air-cooling.

ŖThe screws must not protrude more than 8mm inside the Power Supply when screw holes
provided on the chassis are used. Mounting screw tightening torque screw holes
(recommended value):0.54 0Ŗm
ŖMetal plate is strongly recommended as the mounting panel.
ŖRear mounting is possible using provided mounting bracket.
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Derating Curve
For Derating Curve, refer to the S8JX Catalog.
Fig.4
Selecting input Voltage
The factory-set is 200 VAC.Short the input voltage selector terminals with a short bar to select
100 VAC.
Short-circuit : 100~120 VAC (85 to 132 VAC)
Open-circuit : 200~240 VAC (170 to 264 VAC)

Parallel Operation

Fig.1
Fig.5
Parallel operation is possible under 80% of the rated value.
Notes
1.To operate in parallel, set the switch to the “PARALLEL” side.
2.The length and thickness of each wire connected to the load must be the same so that there is no
difference in voltage drop value between the load and the output terminals of each Power Supply.
3.It is desirable to set the same value on the voltage adjuster of each Power Supply.

Output Voltage Adjustment

བᵰ≵᳝䕧ߎ⬉य़

Default Setting: Set at the rated voltage.
Adjustable Range: Adjustable with "V.ADJ" on the front surface of the product from
–10% to +15% of the rated output voltage.
Turning clockwise increases the output voltage, and turning counterclockwise decreases the
output voltage.
Notes:
1.Do not exceed the rated output capacity and current after adjusting the output voltage.
2.The output voltage may increase beyond the allowable voltage range when the operation is
performed for "V.ADJ" . When adjusting the output voltage, check the output voltage of the
power supply and be sure that the load is not destroyed.

ᇐ㟈᮴䕧ߎ⬉य़ⱘॳৃ㛑ᰃ໘Ѣ䖛䕑䖛⬉य़ֱᡸ⢊ᗕˈᰃ䮽䫕ֱᡸࡳ㛑⢊
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Dielectric Strength Test
Rated dielectric strength:
3000VAC between <input terminals together > and <output terminals together> for 1
minute. When testing, set the cutoff current for the withstand voltage test device to 25mA.
Notes:
1.Sudden switching of 3000VAC may possibly cause a voltage surge, damaging the power
supply. Increase/decrease test voltage gradually.
2.When performing the test, be sure to short-circuit all the output terminals to protect them from
damage.

ヺড়ECᣛҸ

䇋খ㗗ଚકⳂᔩᴀՓ⫼䇈ᯢкᴹ㦋ᕫヺড়EMCᣛҸⱘՓ⫼ᴵӊǄ
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Ўᴀѻકᑊ≵᳝䆒䅵ЎሙԣҹঞଚϮˈ䕏ᎹϮ⦃๗ϟϢଚ⫼⬉⑤䖲ˈ᠔ҹ
䇋Փ⫼㗙䞛প䎇ᮑᴹ䰡ԢᑆᡄǄ

Protect function On indicator(Red)
Switch for parallel operation

EN
Fig.1

Safety standards

1.DC output terminals ( ) are galvanically isolated from the AC input
terminals ( ).
2.Overvoltage category III.
3.This equipment is for protection class 1.
4.Climatic class: 3K3
:According to EN50178(=VDE0160).

Overvoltage category II.
: According to UL60950-1 and EN60950-1.

Ǆ

CSA Level 5
Surrounding Air Temperature according to UL508:40 °C
ǂǂ

Overload Protection
The load and the power supply are automatically protected from overcurrent damage by this
function.
Overload protection is activated if the output current rises above 105% of the rated current.
When the output current returns within the rated range, overload protection is automatically
cleared.
Output is shut off when overload condition is continued for 5 seconds or more, and
simultaneously protect function ON indictor lights. If this occurs, to reset the Power Supply,
turn it off for 3 minutes min., and then turn it on again.
Notes:
1. If operation is continued when the Power Supply has been short-circuited or in an overcurrent
status, internal parts in the Power Supply may occasionally deteriorate or be damaged.
2.The internal parts may possibly be deteriorated or damaged. Do not use the product for
applications where the load causes frequent inrush current and overload.
Overvoltage Protection
This power supply automatically protects itself and the load from overvoltage.
Overvoltage protection is activated if the output voltage rises above approx.
120% of the rated output voltage. Simultaneously, protect function ON indicator lights.
To reset the power supply, leave the power supply off for more than 3 minutes and then turn it on
again.
Note:
Be sure to clear the cause of the overvoltage, before turning on the power supply.
Overheat Protection
Overheat protection circuit is activated to protect the internal elements from possible damage
when the temperature inside the Power Supply rises due to the stopped fan or other factors.
Simultaneously, protect function ON indicator lights. To reset the Power Supply, turn it off for 3
minutes min., and then turn it on again.
In Case there is No Output Voltage

The possible cause for no output voltage may be the presence of an overload or overvoltage
condition, or may be due to the functioning of a latching protective device. The latching protection
may operate if a large amount of surge voltage such as a lightening surge occurs while turning
on the power supply.
In case there is no output voltage, please check the following points before contacting us:
Check the Overload Protected Status:
Ŗ%JGEMYJGVJGTVJGNQCFKUKPQXGTNQCFUVCVWUQTKUUJQTVEKTEWKVGF4GOQXGYKTGUVQNQCFYJGP
checking.
Ŗ#VVGORVVQENGCTVJGQXGTXQNVCIGQTNCVEJKPIRTQVGEVKQPHWPEVKQP
Turn the power supply off once, and leave it off for at least 3 minutes. Then turn it on again to
see if this clears the condition.
Conformance to EC Directives
Refer to the catalogue and this instruction manual for details on the operating condition for
EMC-compliance.
Warning: This is a class A product. In a residential, commercial or light industrial environment it may
cause radio interference.This product is not intended to be installed in a residential environment; in a
commercial and light industrial environment with connection to the public mains supply,the user may be
required to take adequate measures to reduce interference.

Insulation Resistance Test
When testing the insulation resistance of the power supply, use a DC ohmmeter at 500VDC.
Note:
When performing the test, be sure to short-circuit all the output terminals to protect them from
damage.

㒱㓬⬉䰏ᅲ偠
ᅲ偠䞛⫼Ⳉ⌕500VDCྚ㸼Ǆ
⊼˖
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ᷛޚᅝ㺙 ջ䴶 Standard Mounting (Side)

ᷛޚᅝ㺙Standard Mounting
S8JX- 30005
S8JX- 30012

20mm min

20mm min

20mm min

20mm min

S8JX- 30005
S8JX- 30012

S8JX- 60005
S8JX- 60012

䕧ܹ⬉य़䗝ᢽSelecting Input Voltage

ᑊ㘨䖤㸠Parallel Operation

՟For example:S8JX- 30024

100 - 120VAC

200 - 240VAC
AC(L)
AC(N)

S8JX- 60005
S8JX- 60012

20mm min

VOLTAGE SELECT
Short 100 - 120V
Open 200 - 240V

20mm min

20mm min

20mm min

VOLTAGE SELECT
Short 100 - 120V
Open 200 - 240V

AC(L)
AC(N)

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig.1

Precautions for Correct Use

EN

䖛䕑ֱᡸ

ᅝ㺙

Nomenclature

DC output terminal (–V), (+V)
Fig.1
AC input terminal
(The fuse is located on the (L) side.)
Protective earthing terminal (
)
(A protective earthing terminal stipulated in safety standards is used.
Connect the ground completely.)
Voltage select terminals
Short-circuit : 100 - 120VAC
Open-circuit : 200 - 240VAC
Output indicator (DC ON: green)
Output voltage adjuster

CHN ᅝܼ㾘Ḑ
1. DC䕧ߎッᄤ( )ϢAC䕧ܹッᄤᰃⳌѦ⬉⇨㒱㓬ⱘǄ
( )
2. 䖛⬉य़ category IIIǄ
3. 䖭Ͼ䆒Ў䰆ᡸㄝ㑻1Ǆ
4. ⇨ㄝ㑻˖ 3K3
ᣝ✻EN50178(=VDE0160) Ǆ
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ḍUL60950-1  EN60950-1Ǆ
CSA Level 5Ǆ
䩜ᇍUL508㗠㿔ˈ਼ೈ⏽ᑺ(Surrounding Air Temperature)ᰃ40
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DC䕧ߎッᄤ(–V)ˈ(+V)
AC䕧ܹッᄤ
(ֱ䰽ϱԡѢ(L)ջǄ)
ഄֱᡸッᄤ( )ޓ
(Փ⫼ᅝܼ㾘Ḑ᠔㾘ᅮⱘഄֱᡸッᄤˈ䇋⹂ֱཹഄǄ)
⬉य़䗝ᢽッᄤ
ⷁ䏃 : 100 - 120VAC
ᓔ䏃 : 200 - 240VAC
䕧ߎᣛ⼎♃(DC ON˖㓓㡆)
䕧ߎ⬉य़䇗㡖ᮟ䪂
ֱᡸಲ䏃ࡼᣛ⼎♃(㑶㡆)
ᑊ㘨䖤㸠ᓔ݇

5,:
5,:

Suitability for Use

OMRON shall not be responsible for conformity with any standards, codes, or
regulations that apply to the combination of the products in the customer's
application or use of the product.
Take all necessary steps to determine the suitability of the product for the
systems, machines, and equipment with which it will be used.
Know and observe all prohibitions of use applicable to this product.
NEVER USE THE PRODUCTS FOR AN APPLICATION INVOLVING SERIOUS
RISK TO LIFE OR PROPERTY WITHOUT ENSURING THAT THE SYSTEM AS
A WHOLE HAS BEEN DESIGNED TO ADDRESS THE RISKS, AND THAT
THE OMRON PRODUCT IS PROPERLY RATED AND INSTALLED FOR THE
INTENDED USE WITHIN THE OVERALL EQUIPMENT OR SYSTEM.
See also Product catalog for Warranty and Limitation of Liability.

CHN 䚼ԡৡ⿄

Fig. 1 䚼ԡৡ⿄Nomenclature

㽶
㽷

EN

Ŗ Minor injury due to electric shock may occasionally occur. Do not
touch the terminals while power is being supplied. Always close
the terminal cover after wiring.

ᅶ᠋ⱘᑨ⫼Ёˈྚ啭ϡ䋳䋷ѻકϢӏԩᅶ᠋ッѻક᠔⍝ঞⱘ㾘
Ḑǃ㾘㣗ֱᷛޚᣕϔ㟈ᗻǄ
䇋ࡵᖙ㗗㰥ᴀѻકᇍѢ᠔ᑨ⫼ⱘ㋏㒳ǃᴎ఼䆒䯈ⱘ䗖⫼ᗻǄ
Փ⫼ᯊ䇋⊼ᛣᑊ䙉ᅜᴀѻકⱘ⽕ℶџ乍Ǆ
≵᳝⹂䅸ᭈϾ㋏㒳䆒䅵ᯊ᠔㗗㰥ࠄⱘ亢䰽ˈҹঞ≵᳝⹂䅸䆒
㋏㒳Ё䆹ྚ啭ѻકⱘ乱ᅮՓ⫼ᴵӊℷ⹂ᅝ㺙ᴵӊⱘᚙމϟˈ
⽕ℶᇚᴀѻકᑨ⫼ѢᇍҎ䑿ঞ䋶ѻᄬϹ䞡ॅ䰽ⱘഎড়Ǆ
䆺㾕ѻક㾘ḐкЁֱ䆕ঞܡ䋷џ乍ݙᆍǄ

AWG12 to 14
10 in.lb.(1.130Ŗm)
(Cross section 2.081 to 3.309mm 2)

Ŗ6JGEWTTGPVTCVKPIHQTVJGQWVRWVVGTOKPCNKU#RGTVGTOKPCN/CMGUWTGVQWUGVYQVGTOKPCNU
together if a current exceeding the terminal rating is used.
Ŗ7UGOKP60°C or 60/75°C wire.

Ŗ Minor fires may occasionally occur. Tighten terminal screws to
a torque of 10 in. lb. (M4:0ŖOM5:0ŖO UQVJCVVJG[
do not become loose.

Ŗ ৃ㛑Ӯᓩ䍋➗⚻Ǆ䇋㾘ᅮᡁⶽ /0ŖO

Output (M5)

Recommended Wire Type
Torque
AWG12 to 14
(Cross section 2.081 to 3.309mm 2) 10 in.lb.(1.130Ŗm)

4. Do not apply more than 75 N force to the terminal block when tightening it.
5. Be sure to remove the sheet covering the product for machining before
power-on.
(3) Output Voltage Adjustment
1. The output voltage adjuster (V.ADJ) may possibly be damaged. Do not add
unnecessary power.
2. Do not exceed the rated output capacity and current after adjusting the
output voltage.

CAUTION

Ŗ ৃ㛑Ӯᓩ䍋䕏ᑺⱘ⚿ӸǄ䗮⬉Ёҹঞ⬉⑤߮ߛᮁৢ䇋ϡ

Terminal
Input (M4)

Ŗ7UGEQRRGTEQPFWEVQTUQPNy.

Ŗ9CTPKPI5[ODQNU

(3) 䕧ߎ⬉य़䇗ᭈ
1. 䕧ߎ⬉य़䇗㡖ᮟ䪂(V.ADJ)ৃ㛑Ӯ㹿ᤳണǄ᠔ҹ䇋࣓ᮑࡴϡᖙ㽕ⱘ
Ǆ
2. 䇋⹂ֱ䕧ߎ⬉य़䇗ᭈৢˈϡ㽕䍙䖛乱ᅮ䕧ߎࡳ⥛乱ᅮ䕧ߎ⬉
⌕Ǆ

⊼ᛣ

Model
S8JX- 30005
S8JX- 30012
S8JX- 60005
S8JX- 60012

Key to Warning Symbols

Ŗ䇋Փ⫼ᇐԧ䚼ߚЎ䪰㒓ⱘ㒓ᴤǄ

Ŗ䄺ਞᷛ䆚

3. Use the following wiring meterial to prevent smoking or ignition of wiring
material caused by abnormal loads.
Over heating or fire can result from inadequately sized wiring materials when
problems occur at the load. As a general rule, always select wire sizes
suitable for at least 1.6 times the rated current. Refer to the wiring
manufacturer’s recommended allowable current and voltage drop
specifications for information when selecting wiring materials.

OMRON Corporation

Ŗ↣Ͼ䕧ߎッᄤⱘ乱ᅮ⬉⌕Ў60AǄབᵰ⬉⌕䍙䖛ッᄤⱘ乱ᅮؐᯊˈ䇋⹂ֱৠᯊ
Փ⫼ϸϾッᄤǄ
Ŗ䇋Փ⫼60 ҹϞ60/75 ⱘ㒓ᴤǄ

㢹᪡ϡᔧⱘ䆱᳝ৃ㛑থ⫳䕏ЁᑺӸᆇ䆒ᤳ
⊼ᛣ
CAUTION
CAUTIONണⱘॅ䰽Ǆ

humidity 25 to 90%.
2. The internal parts may occasionally deteriorate and be broken due to
Fig.2
adverse heat radiation depending on the mounting status.
Do not use the product in any way other than the standard mounting.
3. The internal parts may occasionally be deteriorated or broken. Do not use
the product in the condition over the operation ambient temperature range.
4. Use the product where the relative humidity is 25 to 85%.
5. Avoid places where the product is subjected to direct sunlight.
6. Avoid places where the product is subjected to penetration of liquid, foreign
substance, or corrosive gas.
7. Avoid places subject to shock or vibration.
A device such as a contact breaker may be a vibration source. Set the
Power Supply as far as possible from possible sources of shock or vibration.
8. If the Power Supply is used in an area with excessive electronic noise,be
sure to separate the Power Supply as far as possible from the noise
sources.
9. The internal parts may occasionally deteriorate and be broken due to
adverse heat radiation.Do not loosen the screws on the Power Supply.
(2) Arrangement/Wiring
1. Connect the ground completely. A protective earthing terminal stipulated in
safety standards is used. Electric shock or malfunction may occur if the
ground is not connected completely.
2. The light ignition may possibly be caused. Ensure that input and output

ᡁⶽ

㤤Փ⫼㒓ᕘ
AWG12 to 20
(῾䴶⿃ 0.517 to 3.309mm2)

ッᄤ

ൟো
S8JX- 30005
S8JX- 30012

Precautions for Safe Use

(1) Installing/Storage Environment
1. Store the product with ambient temperature –25 to +65qC, and relative

Fig. 5
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